Good morning. A new week and a new topic. For the next two weeks we will be learning all
about Dinosaurs. Don’t forget to do your daily phonics sessions.
This week we will look at a PowerPoint “What is a dinosaur?” if you ca not access the
PowerPoint you could also look on you tube at different dinosaurs, how do they move,
notice and discuss their size, what do you already know about dinosaurs?
Watching on BBC I player Andy dinosaur adventures will give you lots of information about
all different types of dinosaurs
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/b03wh7vl/andys-dinosaur-adventures
Make a paper plate dinosaur, can you follow the instructions to create a dinosaur, decorate
as you wish. (see photos of how to make) if no paper plates simply cut out round pieces of
card or paper.
There are lots of lovely dinosaur stories on line for you to listen too.
Over the next few days watch an episode of Andy’s dinosaur adventures or you tube on
Stegosaurus, T-Rex and diplodocus. Write fact files about these dinosaurs each day, find out
what they eat, how big they are, and any other interesting facts. Use your phonics to help
you, the word mat for those long dinosaur names and words.
There will be lots of sheets we will attach, obviously if you cannot print out at home it will
give you ideas. Also lots of pictures that give craft ideas .
Science ideas you could make some frozen dino eggs, freeze a little toy/dinosaur in some
water then try to dig them out when frozen, (see craft photos).
Make some salt dough fossils- also see craft photos (2 cups flour, 2 cups salt and water to
mix, mix to make dough)
In maths we will be learning about 2D shapes, (2 dimensional, flat shapes) circle, square,
rectangle, triangle, learning the names and properties of these shapes, how many straight
sides, how many pointy corners, you could play a hunt the shape game around the house,
sorting the shapes, all circles together, all the squares together, guess the shape Im thinking
of a shape it has 3 pointy corner and 3 straight sides, what am I?
Drawing/making pictures using shapes such as houses and rockets or even dinosaurs.

In PE you can move around the room like a dinosaur, how would they move, what would
they look like.
Can you make your body into different shapes?

